manifolds defined by elliptic pseudogroups. An elliptic pseudogroup is a transitive, continuous pseudogroup whose Lie pseudoalgebra of infinitesimal transformations is defined by an elliptic system of equations. Thus we generalize the complex Frobenius theorem of A. Newlander and L. Nirenberg [7] (see also Nirenberg [8] ) to structures defined by elliptic systems. We remark that any complex transitive, continuous pseudogroup is elliptic (see [9] (a)]). However, there is some resaon to believe that this theorem remains valid for transitive, continuous pseudogroups without the assumption of ellipticity.
Jet forms.
Our principal task is to define the jet forms associated with a system of linear partial differential equations.
By « differentiable » we shall always mean « differentiable of class. C 00 ». Let p = (pi, ...,?") denote an ordered set of n non-negative integers pi, ..., p^ and write where ly is the set of n integers all of which are zero except the j-th and it is equal to 1. For each non-negative integer pi, we define E^ = E^E^) as follows :
where pr^E^) denotes the projection of E^ in S^. Set s^n^w-v^F or each non-negative integer pi, we then have the projection SH-i -> Sl 1 whose kernel we denote by S^4'
We denote by S = S(E VO ) = pr lim S^ the projective limit of the system ^|(^, S^| over the (directed) set [^\ of nonnegative integers (with the natural order). Let M be an ^-manifold, denote by T*(M) the dual of the tangent bundle T(M) of M, and let AT*(M) be the i-tuple exterior product of T*(M). We let S^= S^A^M) for pi ^ 0, and we define S^' l == 0 for pi <; 0. Moreover, we let S^M.! be the kernel of the projection S^'''-> S^~" 1 
Now let M be an ^-manifold of dimension n, and let 6 be the sheaf over M of germs of solutions of the regular partial differential equation of order (XQ. Moreover, let i == ^: e -> j^°b e the injection sending 6 into ,(9) = ^(9) = (^(9), o^(9)) == (i^(9), A^ (9)). 2) Let M be a differentiable manifold with a foliate structure whose sheets are real m-dimensional manifolds. This structure is represented by a covering ^ll = jUaj, where Ua is a domain of the local coordinates (^c, 2/a) == (^a, . . ., ^ y^ • . ., yST"), n > m, and the transition functions for these coordinates have the form
where /ap is differentiable in x^ y^ the jacobian matrix has the components dp, where Op == 0 unless p = (pi, . . ., pn) where pi == 0, . . ., pm = 0. In this case J 011 is composed of the pairs u == (a-, ^), where or is a (real-valued) differential form of degree i and ^ is locally equal to a (real-valued) differential form of degree i + 1 which belongs to the ideal generated by dx" 1 '^1, ..., dx 11 . The sequence (2.7) is exact for [x>0(see [4] , [9(a)]).
3) (Cauchy-Riemann equations). Let M be a complex analytic manifold of (complex) dimension TO, and let 
The second line of this diagram is the classical Dolbeault resolution of the sheaf 6 of germs of holomorphic functions on M.
Elliptic systems of equations.
Let M be an ^-manifold, choose a metric, let S*(M) be the corresponding unit cotangent sphere bundle and let IT : S*(M) -> M be the projection. Denote by T^S^.!_i the bundle over S*(M) which is induced from the bundle S^'ii over M by the map 11.
If (x ^ [jio, we have the map (3.1) ^:S^~>2^,
where dS = d^S is the composition of formal and actual exterior differentiation and dS == -Sd. The symbol s(rfS) of the differential operator dS then defines a homomorphism of vector bundles, namely
The map s(dS) is described in terms of a local coordinate as follows. Let o-be a vector belonging to the fibre of ir^S^4" 1 ' 0 , and let the point of S*(M) over which a" lies be (x, E;), where 
/c=i
Denote by ^(T the vector of iT;*S^_°i lying over the same point of S*(M), which has the components (S^o-)? == ^+1 |1 </< w^.
Then the map (3.2) sends (T into s(dS)(j where (3.3) s{d^ = \/^~1 S (^ -^) dx^ A dx\

J<k
The following definition of ellipticity is a natural one in the present context: and, since S^ =^ 0, we conclude that SJ(T == 0, / = 1, 2, . . ., n. Applying Sy to (3.5), we therefore have
Choose / such that ^ -=f^ 0. Then we infer from (3.5) that (T == 0 if ^ == 0, and hence Sy^o-== 0 if either ^ or ^ is equal to zero. If E;y ^= 0, we infer from (3.6) that SyS^o-== 0. Thus ^o-=== 0 for all /, k, i.e., cr == 0 and the map (3.2) is injective. We have thus verified that the laplacian is elliptic ! Let D* be the (formal) adjoint operator defined in terms of a metric, and let D == DD* + D*D be the corresponding laplacian. We have the following theorem (see [9(6) ]), which justifies Definition 4.1. 
Neumann decompositions.
We say that a manifold M is finite if it is a subdomain of a differentiable manifold M' where M has compact closure in M' and a boundary M which is a regularly imbedded differentiable submanifold of M' of codimension 1. We say that M is a finite ^-manifold if it is a finite subdomain of an -manifold M'. Suppose that ^° is elliptic, and let M be a finite ^-manifold, i.e., M is a finite subdomain of an ^-manifold M'. Let p. be a fixed integer and suppose that ^>.p4, where P-i == ^1(^0? ^)-We have over M' the sheaf J^ =©^' 1 , and we denote by A == e fA 1 the restriction to M of the space of sections over M' of J^ = e ^J^ *. Thus A is the space of sections of J^ over M which are differentiable up to and including the boundary of M.
Choose a metric on M', which fits the structure as closely as possible, denote by (u, ?) the scalar product, defined in The solvability of the Neumann problem for a given finite manifold M depends only on tf^, i.e., it is independent of the choice of metric. We denote by (°(^°) the set of finite ^-manifolds for which the Neumann problem is solvable. Our program is to solve the following problem: 2) ^1 is the class of the Cauchy-Riemann equations in m variables, i.e., the system of equations in Example (3), § 2. Then C^P) is the class of all strongly pseudoconvex (finite) manifolds (see Kohn [5] ).
3) Let x = \x\ . . ., r^, . . ., ^), z= (z\ . . ., z\ . . ., z"), where x 1 is real, z k complex, and write z = {z 1 , .. ., ^, . .., z"),
where ^ == ^ is the complex conjugate of z fc . Let ^ be the system of equations The equations (4.8) are defined on M', i.e., M' is an ^-manifold where tf 1 is represented, in terms of local coordinates (x^ ^a), by a system of the form (4.8). Let M be a finite subdomain of M', and denote by bM the boundary of M. The boundary bM is tangent to a sheet, at the point XQ, if T/M')|î s contained in the tangent space of ^)M at XQ. We denote by b^M the (closed) set of boundary points of M at which bM is tangent to the sheets. The works of Ash [1] and Kohn [5] , together with an observation of L. Nirenberg, yield the following result: Suppose that ^ is elliptic, and let M be an ^-manifold of dimension n. The exactness of the sequence (2.7), for {A ^ (J4, follows at once from Proposition 4.1. In fact, suppose that p. is a fixed integer, pi ^ p4, and let u be a germ of J^\ where i > 0, which satisfies DM = 0. Then u is respresented by a section u of J^* 1 , which is defined over a neighborhood containing the closure of a sufficiently small coordinate ball and satisfies Du = 0. By Proposition 4.1, the Neumann problem is solvable on the coordinate ball and Hu = 0. Hence, by formula (4.5), u==Dw where w==D*Nu, i.e., the Poincare lemma for D is valid and the sequence (2. We denote by p^ == ^2 (^? n ) the smallest positive integer for which the sequence (2.6) is exact for pi ^ ^ ^d 0 < i < n -1, and we denote by Vi == Vi (^, n) the larger of the two integers y-
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The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1. In fact, suppose that pi ^ ^i -1, i > 0, and let u be a local section of J^' 1 satisfying Du ==0. If (x <; p4, then u can be lifted up to a section v of J^1 satisfying D^ = 0 (see [9(a) 
